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Riello Combines Efficiency and Sustainability with New Range of
Condensing Wall Hung Boilers
LEGNAGO, Italy, February 24, 2022 – Combining efficiency and sustainability, Riello’s
Start condensing wall hung boilers operate with a blend of natural gas and hydrogen
and feature upgraded technology that meets the European Union’s environmental
sustainability and decarbonisation objectives. Riello, a leader in manufacturing systems
and technologies for heating, cooling and energy efficiency in the residential and
commercial sectors and a worldwide leader in combustion technology, is a part of
Carrier Global Corporation (NYSE: CARR), the leading global provider of healthy, safe,
sustainable and intelligent building and cold chain solutions.
Start’s primary heat exchanger is made of a coiled smooth tube in stainless steel
and helps ensure high efficiency over time. Front access to the exchanger is an
additional benefit, allowing easy maintenance and cleaning of the combustion chamber.
Start’s secondary heat exchanger offers high performance and great comfort through
temperature stability and reduced hot water wait times. Both exchangers are designed
and manufactured by Riello.
The new digital touchpad interface is one of the distinguishing features of Start.
The control panel was designed to be user-friendly and allows for intuitive access to all
boiler and system settings and parameters by a simple touch. The LCD display
simplifies communication for the user through icons of the functions.

The new Start boiler has a modern and linear design that allows for easy
installation in a variety of spaces. Start easily replaces old boilers with accessory kits
that simplify the new installation. A wide range of accessories including flues kit,
compact water filters (softener and magnetic) and hydraulic connection covers, make
installation easier and harmonize integration in both indoor and outdoor environments.
Riello’s Start range aligns with Carrier’s 2030 ESG goals to reduce its customers’
carbon footprint by more than one gigaton. For further information, visit www.riello.com.
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leading global provider of healthy, safe, sustainable and intelligent building and cold
chain solutions. For more information, visit riello.com

